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Abstract
In this paper we shall discuss the phenomenon of topicalization in Albanian language in a
descriptive way. Topicalization is one of the types of constructions that represent a marked
word order different from the normal Albanian words order in which ,it is accepted that it is
free. It has been found that topicalizated sentences are recognized as a kind of segmented
sentences. In their treatment originally distinguished them from other types in terms of the
presence or not of pronoun reversal. The constructions can not have topicalizated pronominal
reversal , otherwise the sentence comes not gramatical. Also distinguished for the fact that in
these constructions require that topicalizated element necessarily be preceded by the
preposition, if it is required by the verb from which it depends. In these constructions one of
the components of the phrase placed at the beginning of the sentence and otherwise disrupted
by topic and shift to the left here this element that is placed at the beginning of the sentence
does not come as Reme topic but as we come to understand that this element is only Reme
data gives us context. This type is called contrastive topicalization discerning which only
makes the contrast difference or dealing with what we have given the context . In the above
issues it has been talked a bit about the types of sentences that through emphasizing their
component by emphasis, we make it possible to reject a previous sentence, although without
using negative particles. By observing topicalization phenomenon could further clarify this
kind of denial . This phenomenon is studied to identify the syntactic constructions that
represent different aspects of the displacement components in the simple sentence. The
conclusions reached in this work opens new perspectives in the study of marked
constructions in Albanian language.
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